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Workflow subscriber eventlog errors
I am getting a number (3 to 12 per hour) of Workflow subscriber errors in the LFWorkflow event log. All similar to below. Any ideas on the cause?
Event Type: Error
Event Source: Laserfiche Workflow Subscriber

Error. Dot Net Exception ??
Sometimes workflow just gets tired. Got one right now that is basically the same as others that run just fine. Simple Routing Decision that gives "Object not set to an instance of an Object in the Errors of the Workflow Search.
This is from the Event Log....

Workflow gave error and now won't open again
I have been working with Workflow all morning, had a workflow that I was working on fail to publish and then I closed it and tried to open it again and it said that "workflow has encountered a problem and needs to close"
everytime I try and open it now it gives the same error and won't open. I have tried restarting the services to no avail.

Shortcuts not deleting
I am new to Workflow and I setup my workflow on a test system. The shortcuts are not being deleted after the user has completed their task with the file. I ran the console and this is what is showing up in the log.
[code]

Workflow subscriber eventlog errors
I am getting a number (3 to 12 per hour) of Workflow subscriber errors in the LFWorkflow event log. All similar to below. Any ideas on the cause?
Event Type: Error
Event Source: Laserfiche Workflow Subscriber

Error. Dot Net Exception ??
Sometimes workflow just gets tired. Got one right now that is basically the same as others that run just fine. Simple Routing Decision that gives "Object not set to an instance of an Object in the Errors of the Workflow Search.
This is from the Event Log....

Workflow gave error and now won't open again
I have been working with Workflow all morning, had a workflow that I was working on fail to publish and then I closed it and tried to open it again and it said that "workflow has encountered a problem and needs to close"
everytime I try and open it now it gives the same error and won't open. I have tried restarting the services to no avail.

Shortcuts not deleting
I am new to Workflow and I setup my workflow on a test system. The shortcuts are not being deleted after the user has completed their task with the file. I ran the console and this is what is showing up in the log.
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Searching for a field that doesn’t contain a value

I'm trying to find documents that have a field that does not contain spaces. We are using LF 8.1.1 and I can't figure out the syntax. Everything I've tried so far either gives me everything in the repository or nothing. I'm positive the documents exist, I just can't search for them.

By: mspriet (10)  Last edited: Nov 12, 2010 9:31 am

If you are using LF8, then you should be able to use an advanced search of:

Code:  

See the following devnotes: https://support.laserfiche.com/ow.aspx?Laserfiche8.0%2FAvancedSearch#h57

By: BertW (65)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:24 am PST

Works like a charm. I should have asked earlier. Thanks!

By: gwong (365)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:37 am PST
Searching for a field that doesn’t contain a value

I'm trying to find documents that have a field that does not contain spaces. We are using LF 8.1.1 and I can't figure out the syntax. Everything I've tried so far either gives me everything in the repository or nothing. I'm positive the documents exist, I just can't search for them.

By: mspriet (10)   Last edited: Nov 12, 2010 9:31 am

If you are using LF8, then you should be able to use an advanced search of:

Code:    {[](FieldName)=""}

See the following devnotes: [https://support.laserfiche.com/ow.aspx%3FLaserfiche0.0%2FAdvancedSearch%67](https://support.laserfiche.com/ow.aspx%3FLaserfiche0.0%2FAdvancedSearch%67)

By: BertW (65)   Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:24 am PST

Works like a charm. I should have asked earlier. Thanks!   mspriet (10)
I'm trying to find documents that have a field that does not contain spaces. We are using LF 8.1.1 and I can't figure out the syntax. Everything I've tried so far either gives me everything in the repository or nothing. I'm positive the documents exist, I just can't search for them.

By: mspriet (10)  Last edited: Nov 12, 2010 9:31 am

Related Questions

**Search for a blank field**
How do you search in Laserfiche in a field for all docs that have that particular field blank?

**Advanced Search and Specific Field on Document**
I need to perform an advanced search and only include documents that have a specific field on them, however this field doesn't have to be populated ...

**Search with selected fields**
Got a question that has been posed by one of our customers. When you load up Laserfiche, select search by field and select the fields you want to use ...

---

By: BertW (65)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:24 am PST

2 Replies

If you are using LF8, then you should be able to use an advanced search of:

Code: \{[\[FieldName\]=""]\}

See the following devnotes: [https://support.laserfiche.com/ow.aspx%3FLaserfiche8.0%2FAdvancedSearch#h57](https://support.laserfiche.com/ow.aspx%3FLaserfiche8.0%2FAdvancedSearch#h57)

By: BertW (65)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:24 am PST

Which version are you using?

---

By: mspriet (10)  Last edited: Nov 12, 2010 9:31 am

The syntax that I have found that works is:

\{[\[FieldName\]=""]\}-\{[\[FieldName\]=" ""]\}

This finds documents with non-empty values in FieldName. I was looking for documents with empty values in FieldName.

However, in the post, the question is to find the documents with field that doesn't contain spaces. In that case, you will have to use the following syntax:

\{[\[FieldName\]=""]\}-\{[\[FieldName\]=" ""]\}

By: BertW (65)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:24 am PST

This Answer is selected as Best Answer by submitter
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By: gwong (365)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:37 am PST

Which version are you using?
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By: mspriet (10)  Last edited: Nov 12, 2010 9:31 am

Works like a charm. I should have asked earlier. Thanks!
I'm trying to find documents that have a field that does not contain spaces. We are using LF 8.1.1 and I can't figure out the syntax. Everything I've tried so far either gives me everything in the repository or nothing. I'm positive the documents exist, I just can't search for them.

By: mspriet (10)  Last edited: Nov 12, 2010 9:31 am

This version are you using?  geong (365)

Best Answer  approved by LF

If you are using LF8, then you should be able to use an advanced search of:

Code:  \[\{\{FieldName\}==\}\]

See the following devnotes: https://support.laserfiche.com/ow.aspx?Laserfiche8%2FAdvancedSearch#h57

By: BertW (65)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:24 am PST

This is useful!  geong (365)

Other Replies

\[\{\{FieldName\}==\}\] finds documents with FieldName which the value is empty. This answers what's being asked in the topic.

However, in the post, the question is to find the documents with field that doesn't contain spaces. In that case, you will have to use the following search syntax.

Code:  \[\{\{FieldName\}==\}\] - \[\{\{FieldName\}!=\}\]

By: geong (365)  Posted: Nov 12, 2010 10:37 am PST

This is useful!  mspriet (10)

Works like a charm. I should have asked earlier. Thanks!
Hi Will,

I did some research and testing, and here is what I found as a potential solution:

1. Instead of permanently stamping the bates number on each page, assign it as a field value to a number field (using the bates token). Note that I modified the screenshot below just to show what item I have selected on the session configuration pane to enable the Fields view on the right side:

2. Store the documents

3. After storing, do a field search on them for the range you want. For example, searching for 165-170 on the bates field (which is a number field) would return all documents with bates numbers between 165 and 170.

The only thing you would need to change for this setup to work is the bates number format. It cannot start with a B in this case, since it has to be stored in a Number field for the field value range search to work. In addition, the preceding zeroes will automatically be stripped when the value gets placed in a field. So a bates number of 000165 becomes 165 in the field. I don't think this should affect things too much though, since they would still be able to accomplish what they are trying to do (searching documents based on their bates number).